Madagascar Photography Adventure
Diversity and Landscapes
Nature Photography Adventures
September 21 - October 2, 2024
The word Madagascar elicits mental
images of primeval baobab forests
and rainforests inhabited by strange
creatures and eerie calls from
creatures one can’t see.
That’s part of the story. There is so
much more!
Madagascar broke off
Gondwanaland 160 million years
ago and began drifting to the east.
Ancestral lemurs evolved from other
primates in Africa 60+ million years
ago and some of them made their
way to Madagascar while it was still
close to the emerging African
continent. Scientists suspect that
small groups moved on floating vegetation during flooding events – much like tortoises made it to the
Galapagos.

By the time monkeys came on the scene, Madagascar was too far away from Africa for them to cross.
As Madagascar drifted slowly away from Africa, lemurs, like other primates, successfully adapted to a
wide variety of habitats, generating many species. Some were as large as gorillas and others as little as
mice. And lemurs took on a great many forms.
Humans, using boats, arrived on Madagascar about 2,000 years ago, and, as has happened elsewhere,
began to reduce the number of lemur species,
especially the larger ones.
Today there are about 110 species of lemurs
ranging from 1.1 ounces to 20 pounds! Most are
small, have a pointed snout, large eyes and a
long tail. Most are arboreal. Lemurs are
typically divided into those active during the day
and those out and about at night. Lemurs make
lots of interesting sounds, from grunts, swears,
and chirps to the wailing call of the indri. Like us,
they have five fingers and toes, with nails. They
are primarily vegetarians, but some also eat
insects while others are “opportunistic
carnivores”. They are social, usually in groups
under 15 individuals. Females tend to be
dominant.

As one might expect, primatologists are very focused on lemurs and their shared ancestry with large
primates (including humans). They provide a good bridge to understanding what genetic
accomplishments happened before 60 million years ago.
Lemurs’ 110 species count is growing, with a
number of new species identified since 2000.

Madagascar, similar in size to Texas, is the
world’s fourth largest island. Given that,
there are an immense array of ecosystems –
each with interesting collections of flora and
fauna. And, don’t forget geology!
There are 150,000 endemic animal species on
Madagascar. There are 160 kinds of
chameleons. Madagascar has the world’s
smallest frog – and several species of
poisonous frogs. 20,000 species of
butterflies. Over one hundred endemic bird
species. Brightly colored day and night
geckos!

Madagascar has nearly 10,000 endemic
plant species – it is one of the most
floristically diverse areas on the planet.
Six of the eight species of baobab trees on
the planet are endemic to Madagascar.
There are 850 endemic species of orchids.
There are desert areas where nearly all
species are endemic, dry forests, montane
forests, scrub, wetlands, and rainforests.
The people of Madagascar, the Malagasy,
are a mixture of cultures (and genetics)
from Southeast Asia, Africa, the Middle
East, and India. Their language is related
to a dialect found in Borneo, with terms
borrowed from all the other cultures.
Rice culture comes from Southeast Asia –
along with some burial customs and
ancestral beliefs. There is a huge diversity
in appearance, cultural practices, and
traditions across Madagascar, with the
biggest constant the language.

Exploring Madagascar, with cameras, with an eye
toward capturing exciting flora and fauna, diverse
landscapes, the ways of life, and the colorful culture is a
daunting challenge. Compounding that problem is the
lack of infrastructure (which kept this trip off our
calendar for so many years) and both the size of the
country and the diversity of habitats.
We’ve tackled this in a unique manner, beginning and
ending in Antananarivo, the capital city, which locals call
Tana. From Antananarivo, we’ll explore by charter air
and four-wheel drive vehicles. We’ll typically fly to an
area, use vehicles to get to our new base camp – and
then take outings to various parks and trails. Then
charter aircraft will arrive to fly us to our next area to
explore!
Most of our photography will be accomplished by
walking on trails in parks and reserves.

The first foray, by vehicle, will showcase Andasibe,
a rainforest park. Within Andasibe, we’ll find
Perinet Special Reserve and Mantadia National
Park. Perinet is famous for its population of Indri
lemurs, the largest living lemurs on the planet, and
eleven other lemur species. Mantadi has several
lemur species and a host of colorful endemic bird
species. We’ll also take a night walk to search for
nocturnal lemurs!

Our second foray will start with a vehicle transfer to
Tana and then a charter flight to Mondrovia, center
of the Sakalava kingdom, a culture known for its
elaborate wooden royal tombs. And, just as
important for us, the Avenue of Baobabs, that iconic
view of Madagascar (we’ll be there for sunset!).
We’ll spend time in Kirindy, a private dry forest
reserve chuck full of lemurs and famous for its
Madagascar Giant Jumping Rat! We’ll find three
species of baobabs here and a lot of birds.
Next, we’ll board a domestic charter flight to take
us to Isalo National Park, in the highlands to the
south. This is dry country with dramatic rock
formations and amazing waterfalls. We’ll find more
kinds of lemurs, many kinds of birds, and a wealth
of endemic plants adapted to the challenges of the
harsh ecosystem. We’ll also learn about the Bara
tribe which used caves in the canyon walls as burial
sites. There are some longer trails here!

Our final base camp is the Mandare River Camp at
the southern end of Madgascar, where we’ll find
exciting views of the Mandrare River and the spiny
forest. We’ll take a night walk to see the nocturnal
lemurs begin their activity while the diurnal lemurs
start bedding down. Then a daylight trip across the
river to the sacred gallery forest, where ring-tailed
lemurs and Verreaux sifaka will give us exciting
photographic opportunities. We’ll take a late day
walk through the sacred spiny forest to learn about
Antandroy culture and customs – and find their
tombs, along with unique flora and fauna of the spiny forest. We’ll also visit the Berenty Reserve, where
we’ll have ample opportunities to photograph landscapes of baobabs with mountain backdrops.

On the final morning, we’ll take a charter back
to Antananarivo (Tana) and have a day room
at the airport hotel Relais de Plateaux. Lunch
is included and any luggage you left behind
when we left Tana will be there to meet you.

Note that our group size will dictate the size
and number of aircraft we use to move
between base camps. As you can imagine,
those flights have become a significant part of
the budget. We will have 130 kg (285 pounds)
each, for the flights, to include personal
weight, and all hand and checked luggage.
We will have new guides for each base camp.

2024 Rates
$11,900 Double Occupancy
$13,500 Single Occupancy
Deposit: $1,500 with application
2nd Payment: 1 November 2023
$3,000 per person Double Occupancy
$3,500 per person Single Occupancy
Final Payment: 1 June 2024
(to include any extra nights)

Extra night for early arrival:
$250/2 people, sharing
$195 Single

